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 Abstract 

 

 An evolving cascade neuro-fuzzy system and its online learning procedure are considered 

in this paper. The system is based on conventional Kohonen neurons. The proposed system 

solves a clustering task of non-stationary data streams under uncertainty conditions when data 

come in the form of a sequential stream in an online mode. A quality estimation process is 

defined by finding an optimal value of the used cluster validity index. 
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Introduction  

 

The clustering task (classification without a reference signal) is quite common in many 

Data Mining applications, i.е. when some original unlabeled data array should be partitioned into 

homogeneous groups (in the accepted sense) in a self-learning mode. A traditional approach to a 

clustering task assumes that each observation belongs to a single cluster, while it’s a more 

natural situation when each vector of observations belongs to several classes at the same time 

with different membership levels. This situation is subject to fuzzy cluster analysis [1-8], and the 

computational intelligence techniques as well as the neuro-fuzzy approach [9] are widely used to 

solve the task [10-13]. Most of the fuzzy clustering algorithms process data in a batch mode, i.e. 

when a whole data array to be processed is given a priori. Initial information for this task is a 

sample of observations which consists of N  mdimensional feature vectors 

       1 , 2 , , ,x x x k x N . To ease numerical implementation, initial data are previously 

transformed in such a way that all the observations  should belong to the hypercube [ 1, 1]n  or 

the unit hypersphere  
2

1x k  . 

A result of this clustering is a partition of the initial data array to M  classes with some 

membership level  Ju k  of the k  th feature vector  x k  to the J  th cluster, 1,2, ,J M . 

It is assumed that ,N m  as well as clustering parameters (first of all, a fuzzifier) are given a 

priori, and they don’t change while the data are processed. 

At the same time, there’s a wide class of Dynamic Data Mining and Data Streams Mining 

tasks, when data come in the form of a sequential stream in an online mode. It’s clear that a 

sample volume N  in this case is not limited, and it acquires the meaning of the current discrete 

time. 

Kohonen artificial neural networks [14] are well adapted to solve the clustering task when 

data come sequentially. These neural networks have one layer with lateral connections, and they 

are learnt with the «winner takes all» or «winner takes more» principles. These neural networks 

have demonstrated their effectiveness solving different tasks with non-overlapping (separable) 

classes. The necessity of solving the fuzzy clustering tasks in real time (as data streams come to 

a system) has led to self-learning neuro-fuzzy systems, which are hybrid systems consisting of 

the Kohonen self-organizing map (SOM) and the fuzzy C-means algorithm by Bezdek (FCM) 
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